Abstract Lorentz invariant violation (LIV) test is very important to study new physics. All the known astrophysical constraints either have a very small examinable parameter space, or are only suitable for some special theoretical models. We here suggest to detect the time delay of ultra-high-energy cosmic-rays (UHECRs) directly. We discuss some difficulties of making use of our method, including intergalactic magnetic fields. It seems that none of them are crucial, and thus this method could give a larger examinable parameter space and stronger constraint on LIV.
a first order and neutrinos have a second order birefringence effect. However, although "foam" structure (Doplicher et al., 1995; Garay, 1998; Hawking, 1978; Wheeler, 1964) is really an intuitive way to understand the nature of quantum space-time, we have to warn ourselves time and again that loop quantum gravity theory itself have some theoretical problems (Ashtekar et al., 1992) , and "weave" state including coarse graining approximation is at most an effective model.
Another leading (and in fact, the chronological "first") root for LIV calculations is from Liouville string (Ellis et al., 1992) , a phenomenological model which makes the calculation of propagation equation in the framework of string theory possible (Amelino-Camelia et al., 1997; Ellis et al., 2000) . What they can calculate is the so-called "photons" which are the endpoints of open-strings in Dbranes, and the space-time foam is described by D-brane fluctuations. The model can result in Lorentz-violating propagation equation by the LIV of string ground state, although it also has some inconsistences. As a result, LIV is stochastic and the degree of velocity departure is first ordered, but of no evidence to support birefringence, which conflicts with loop quantum gravity result.
There are also some other ways to discuss LIV in the theoretical viewpoint, although some of them are formerly due to the so-called GZK-anomaly, which may in fact have simple some experimental errors (HiRes Collaboration, 2008; Pierre Auger Collaboration, 2007) . The methods include simply adding tiny (first order or second order or whatever we want) Lorentz-violating terms to a conventional Lagrangian and seeing how it can affect our observation (Coleman and Glashow, 1999; Myers and Pospelov, 2003) , calculating the geodesic in a topological fluctuated classical general relativity to get a very complicated result (Yu and Ford, 1999) , deforming the measure of integration of Feynman graphs (equivalently means inventing a new renormalization skill) to get an effective LIV (Alfaro, 2005a,b) , calculating the graviton induced corrections to Maxwell's equations (Dalvit et al., 2001 ). However, the resultant speed of light correction in the last method is independent of energy. A recent work by Gogberashvili et al. (2007) deduces the dispersion relation (with no birefringence effect) from fat brane-world scenario. However, the resultant constraint seems to be too strict to rule out that model.
Astrophysical experimental (dis)confirmations of LIV are often using far transient sources emitting high-energy particles. The common sources are gamma-ray bursts (GRBs) which are cosmological, have very short duration, and can emit high-energy photons (Gupta and Zhang, 2007) and neutrinos 2 . The other common sources are giant γ-ray flares of active galactic nuclei (AGNs), however, there have not been suitable models for the shape of the time profile until now. If energy can affect particles' speed by LIV effect (it's not the same as the effect of particles' mass, which becomes unimportant if the particle is sufficient energetic), as some theoretical works predicted, particles emit simultaneously from the source but with different energies will have a time delay when observed. The possible ways include testing the time delay of prompt emission photons from GRBs (Amelino-Camelia et al., 1998; Ellis et al., 2000 Ellis et al., , 2003 Ellis et al., , 2006 Norris et al., 1999) and giant γ-ray flares of AGNs (Biller et al., 1999; MAGIC Collaboration, 2007) , the time delay of neutrinos from GRBs (Alfaro et al., , 2002b Choubey and King, 2003; Jacob and Piran, 2007) , the polarized photons from GRBs (Fan et al., 2007; Gleiser and Kozameh, 2001; G.Mitrofanov, 2003) which should be destroyed by birefringence (Alfaro et al., 2002a; Gambini and Pullin, 1999) , the 2 There are really a lot of different models for GRBs to emit ultra-high energy neutrinos, from (Waxman and Bahcall, 1997) until now. Nearly all of the scenarios are p + p or p + γ ⇒ π + ⇒ ν, but in different environments. See Waxman (2001a) for a review. synchrotron radiation from the Crab nebula (Jacobson et al., 2002 (Jacobson et al., , 2003 which should not be observed if photons can be both superluminal and subluminal but electrons can be subluminal only (Myers and Pospelov, 2003) . There are also a lot of theoretical works to explain the GZK-anomaly by Lorentz-violating terms (Alfaro and Palma, 2003; Aloisio et al., 2000; Amelino-Camelia and Piran, 2001; Coleman and Glashow, 1999) , so if GZKcutoff (Greisen, 1966; Zatsepin and Kuz'min, 1966) does in fact exist, the inverse proportion may also gives some kinds of constraints.
The purpose of this paper is to suggest a different way to (dis)confirm LIV effect, that is, to test directly the time delay of ultra-high-energy cosmic-rays (UHECRs) from far away sources. This method may give a larger examinable parameter space and stronger constraint.
CALCULATION

Naive Time-Delay by LIV Effect
One possible way to (dis)confirm LIV is simple testing the time delay of UHECRs from far away sources. Because in mainstream LIV models, the departure of velocity depend on energy linearly (Alfaro et al., , 2002a Amelino-Camelia et al., 1997; Ellis et al., 2000; Gambini and Pullin, 1999) in the massless approximation, the time delay is very sensitive to ultra-high-energy particles. A naive calculation shows that the time delay is really huge. For example, in the standard cosmological model where H 0 , Ω m and Ω Λ as the customary cosmological parameters, the propagation equation and time delay for a massless particle has the form
and
where E ≪ E pl is the energy of the particle, z is the redshift of the source, ξ is a free parameter to describe the degree of violation (which we want to restrict), with typical value of unity to describe the degree of LIV, and E pl is the Planck energy. To give a straightforward example, insert E = 10 19.8 eV ≃ 6.3×10 19 eV as the GZK threshold energy, z = 0.1 ≃ 400 Mpc as a nearby source, and ξ = 1 as a typical dimensionless free parameter, we have
We choose z = 0.1 ≃ 400 Mpc rather than larger distance to avoid ∆t QG too large to compare with human longevity. In this case, cosmological models are in fact irrespective, so the situation differs from considering less energetic but neutral particles (like photons or neutrinos) come from more far away sources. Closer sources are also possible (and maybe even better), because all the time delay effects (including intergalactic magnetic fields, which we discuss in detail in § 2.4) caused by propagation depend linearly on distance, and distance is irrespective when contrasting which time delay effect is more important. Remote sources are only needed when ∆t QG is too small compared with the internal duration of the events themselves, which is only several seconds for GRBs and some other transient sources.
When the energy of the UHECR particles exceeds GZK threshold, it's less possible for the source to be too far away, because the particles lose energy by interacting with CMB photons. The main mechanisms of energy loss on the road are photomeson production (Stecker, 1968 ) and e + e − pair production (Blumenthal, 1970) , with mean free path already calculated. However, for the UHECR events with energy larger than GZK threshold we have already observed, their time delays by LIV effect are really interesting, because they should be more energetic and more sensitive to LIV when just be emitted.
However, the calculation of energy loss rate dE/dx (where x is the propagation distance) is very difficult, although what we have to face are trivial details of standard quantum field theory and phase space integral. Here, we simply use the existing numerical results (Aharonian and Cronin, 1994; Cronin, 1992) to proceed with our calculations. Time delays depending on different initial distances are shown in Fig. (1, top) . We see that although the time delays finally tend to the same level as others (because all their energies converge to GZK threshold energy after a long way of propagation), their differences are tremendous when just been emitted. So, confirming the sources of UHECR events above the GZK threshold energy may also be a way to test LIV effect, even if the source is really nearby.
We have to emphasize here that the particles' energy versus propagation distance relation in Fig. (1, top) is based on some statistical results with large samples, because the photomeson interaction is stochastic (see more detailed discussion in § 2.4.2). The mean free paths for UHECRs with energy E 10 21 eV are about 10 Mpc, and larger for less energetic ones (Stecker, 1968) . The particle can only suffer from a couple of collisions before being observed, so the LIV constraint by one single UHECR event has its initial measurement errors. However, the observed time delay can at least give an upper limit for LIV, and we can still improve our result by averaging more events or using more advanced statistical methods.
Problem of the Applicability of the Time delay Equation
The first problem is whether the naive propagation equation can be used for UHECRs. Although we can not sure what the components of UHECRs are, air-shower data exclude photons or electrons, and the existence of GZKcutoff (Greisen, 1966; Zatsepin and Kuz'min, 1966) suggests protons or heavier nuclei in fact. Although we cannot rule out other possibilities like exotic particles, we will assume here they are protons that are compound and have finite rest mass (discussions with the assumption that they are heavier nuclei like Fe are analogous). Mass is not a serious problem at the energy scale of GZK threshold 3 . For example, in the case of parameters using above, the time delay affect by proton mass is only 5 × 10 −6 s, much shorter than the LIV effect calculated above. The more serious problem is the complexity of protons. We all know that proton makes up of three quarks, using LIV calculations for elementary particles to calculate it will not be justified. A detailed study of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) with Lorentz-noninvariant terms is needed, however, it will absolutely be very difficult. We still use the same propagation equation by some scaling arguments (Coleman and Glashow, 1999) , or by simply thinking its effect as an overall coefficient when assuming turning off QCD 4 . Time delay caused by the magnetic field of the Milky Way, which can be neglected in the other two cases.
Fig. 1
Top, how particles' energies change with propagation distance, if their initial energies are above GZK threshold (Cronin, 1992) . The initial energies are chosen to be 10 20 , 10 21 and 10 22 eV. Bottom, the total time delays caused by LIV effect. The shadow regions are the time delays caused by the magnetic field of the Milky Way, which can be neglectable undoubtedly in the late two cases.
Problem of the Source
The second problem is how can we scale the time delay. Because ∆t should be typically very long, as shown in Eq. (3), it is a serious problem to know when the UHECRs should come if we change their energies (because ∆t QG depends on energy of the particle) or turn off LIV effect (as in the classical limit of E → 0). Comparisons of events with photons or other low energy massless particles (which are certainly much less energetic and can be taken for as the E → 0 limit and neglected the LIV effect) and other UHECRs (with energy differs a little) from the same source can scale the time delay. The first way means we have confirmed the source.
As the recent powerful evidence (Pierre Auger Collaboration, 2007) shows, UHECRs come from some extragalactic sources because they are anisotropic and correlated with the direction of the Super-galactic plane. In that case, the mainstream models for sources are AGNs (Ginzburg and Syrovatskii, 1964; Hillas, 1984) and GRBs (Vietri, 1995; Vietri et al., 2003; Waxman, 1995 Waxman, , 2004 Wick et al., 2004) , but other sources distributing within the Super-galactic plane are also possible (if they are related to, e.g. galaxy formation or stellar formation, which is always true). The main mechanism is Fermi acceleration but in different environments.
As AGNs are lasting sources, we can hardly know very well when the source emitted the UHECR particle we observed. However, some recent theoretical work (Farrar and Gruzinov, 2008) shows that UHECR emissions are associated with AGN giant flares, with typical wait-time about 10 3 to 10 4 years (Donley et al., 2002) . Because the duration is much longer than the typical time-delay we give in Eq. (3), AGNs can be used in this method if the theoretical work mentioned above is true. GRBs are much better sources, because nearly all of the mainstream central engine models (including collapsars, supranovae and mergers of compact objects) tell us they are transient and burst only one time in their whole life. If the emission of UHECR and the burst happen almost at the same time (which is the most reasonable assumption), we can scale the time delay by the observed low energy γ-rays because they can hardly be affected by mass, electromagnetic fields and LIV effect. Other sources are also possible, if they emit particles (photons for instance, but they are not exclusive possibilities) other than UHECRs which can be observed by our scientific equipments. The distances of the sources mentioned above are all suitable for the constraint that ∆t QG given in § 2.1 is not too large. Short GRBs are often not too far away from us, and there are already a number of GRBs with redshift z ∼ 0.1, including a special one (GRB 980425) with an especially small redshift z = 0.0085 (Galama et al., 1998) . Although the number density of AGNs decreases quickly when z < 1, there are already hundreds of nearby AGNs have been observed until now (e.g. the V-C catalog (Véron-Cetty and Véron, 2006) has 694 AGNs with redshift z ≤ 0.024). Similarly, we are reasonable to assume other possible sources of UHECRs are not too far away, because UHECRs are not isotropically distributed in the celestial sphere.
Problem of the Intergalactic Magnetic Fields
The third but the most annoying problem is the intergalactic magnetic fields. Because protons take charges, its trajectory will be (Larmour) curved by magnetic fields and that will cause extra time delay. This method is only suitable when the time-delay ∆t M by the magnetic fields is less than by LIV effect.
For an UHECR particle keeps constant energy inside some homogeneous field, the time delay should be
where D is the linear distance of the trajectory, B ⊥ is the perpendicular magnitude of the magnetic field , E is the energy of the particle, and r L = E/(c · eB ⊥ ) is the Larmour radius.
Comparison with Photons
For simplicity, we first discuss the way of comparing the UHECRs' time delay with photons, because photons are irrespective with magnetic field, and their time delay by LIV effect can be neglected compared to UHECRs caused by photons' relatively lower energies.
The real trajectory can be taken into three parts, inside the host galaxy, inside our Galaxy and in the intergalactic media (IGM), that is, ∆t M = ∆t M,host + ∆t M,Milky + ∆t M,IGM . We have already chosen the values of D and B ⊥ both for a typical galaxy in Eq.(4), so ∆t M,Milky ∼ 0.79 yr is the typical value for the time delay effect of the Milky Way, which can be negligible compared to ∆t QG we estimated in Eq. (3). Of course, ∆t QG decreases when the source comes nearer, but the effect by the Milky Way's magnetic field remains unaltered, so it would be troublesome when considering using the more nearby sources to test LIV, as mentioned in § 2.1. However, because the time delay by magnetic fields is absolute classical, when we have fine structure models for the magnetic field of our Galaxy someday, we can deduct this effect directly 5 . When the UHECR particles are initially more energetic than GZK threshold, effect by the Milky Way's magnetic field can always be negligible, as shown in Fig (1, bottom) . The time delay by the host galaxy of the GRB will not be worse than our Galaxy, because the energy E will be larger (if its energy formally exceeds GZK threshold) or at less equal (less than GZK threshold energy) when just be emitted.
However, the effect by the large scale intergalactic magnetic fields is more thorny, because we lack for good models for the magnitude and topological structure of the fields until now. A constraint from the CMB anisotropy (Barrow et al., 1997) gives
where we choose Ω 0 = 1 and Hubble constant H 0 = 72 km s −1 Mpc −1 . Another constraint from the observed rotation measure (RM) of quasars (Kronberg, 1994) gives
where λ denotes for the correlation length (coherence length) of the magnetic fields, as a reasonable assumption that the power spectrum of magnetic fields has a large scale cut-off. If assuming the fields are conglomerated and homogeneous inside every segment (with typical scale of correlation length λ), the UHECR particle will randomly change its direction due to Larmour's motion, but goes a nearly strict line as a whole. If B IGM is independent the correlation length λ, the overall time Other possible parameters are denoted in Fig. (2) . We see that B IGM that is lightly less than the upper limits given by Eq. (5) and (6) is needed 6 for our method, unless we choose its smaller correlation length.
Things will be more interesting when consider UHECR particles with energy exceed GZK threshold. Noting that B ⊥ and λ in Eq. (7) and (8) are independent of the source properties, we may define
in Eq. (7) 
In Fig. (3) , we calculated ∆t QG + ∆t M,Milky + ∆t M,IGM in all, with η = 1, 70 and 5000 respectively. η = 5000 has already saturated the upper bound given by Eq. (5) and (6), so ∆t M,IGM cannot be larger. Noting that when E 0 ≥ 10 21 eV, UHECR particle will absolutely not be affected by magnetic fields if not too far away (roughly D ≤ 10 Mpc), so the only thing that can make a visible time delay is LIV effect. HiRes and AGASA have already observed a couple of UHECR events with energy E > 3 × 10 20 eV (AGASA Collaboration, 2003; HiRes Collaboration, 1994) . If there distance D > 20 Mpc, their initial energy E 0 will exceed 10 21 eV, as shown in Fig. (1, top) . So, seeking the sources of UHECRs with energy E > 3×10 20 eV will tremendously help us to (dis)confirm LIV effect.
Things will be worse if there exists a global cosmic magnetic field, or the field has structures like filaments or sheets (Ryu, 1998) . Those will cause larger time delays. The first trouble can be easily seen from the expression of ∆t M,IGM given above, because it is equivalent to a huge λ. The second trouble is because, when a magnetic cloud collapses to 1/k of its diameter, the magnetic field will increase k 2 times than it used to be. Although the particle will miss a lot of clouds it used to bang into (only for filaments but not for sheets, which make things worse), we still have
and same for the B 2 ⊥ λ cases. However, in fact the irrefutable observed anisotropy of UHECRs (Pierre Auger Collaboration, 2007) has already given us an upper limit for B ⊥ and λ, and also whether the magnetic field has already collapsed to filaments or sheets or not. Note that 20 among 28 highest energy events detected by the Pierre Auger Observatory are within a 3.1
• circle of nearby AGNs (with distance less than 75 Mpc away). No matter whether we believe these UHECR particles originate from those AGNs or not, it is unassailable that UHECRs are distributed, and seems correlated with the Super-galactic The thick solid lines and shadow regions are the same as in Fig. (1) . In addition, we calculated ∆t QG + ∆t M,Milky + ∆t M,IGM with η = 1, 70 and 5000 respectively. It seems that finding the sources of UHECRs with energy E > 3 × 10 20 eV will tremendously help us to (dis)confirm LIV effect. See the context for detail.
plane. So, the angular dispersion caused by intergalactic magnetic fields should be less than a couple of degrees. The angle departure inside some homogeneous
and the different irrelevant magnetic bulks (with typical size λ) can be considered as a random walking process. The overall angle departure is
Choosing D = 100 Mpc as the typical scale of Super-galactic plane, we have
and α IGM ≃ 4.21
Noting that when α IGM approaches a couple of degrees, as the above equation shows, the upper limits given by Eq. (5) and (6) have already been saturated. In addition, because of λ 1/2 B ⊥ → √ kλ 1/2 B ⊥ , filaments or sheets can also be suppressed.
One question is whether the Pierre Auger data means α IGM should be equal to some degrees? Absolutely not. α IGM can also be much less (so B and λ can also be much less). Even if we have confirmed some UHECR sources, the angular dispersion can also be caused by reasons other than α IGM , for example, magnetic field of the Milky way or simple the measurement errors.
We notice that some authors gave a larger ∆t M,IGM compared to ours given in Eq. (5) and (6). Waxman and Miralda-Escudé (1996) gave ∆t M,IGM ∼ 100 yr because their correlation length λ ∼ 10 Mpc is 10 times larger than ours (equivalent to η = 100 in our defination). Sigl (2001) gave ∆t M,IGM ∼ 10 3 yr because he chose a really large magnetic field B ∼ 10 9 G (equivalent to η = 10 4 ), however, with a smaller traveling distance D. Waxman (2001b) gave an upper bound of ∆t M,IGM even as large as 10 7 yr, because his typical magnetic field B ∼ 10 8 G is really huge. He also argued that ∆t M,IGM > 100 yr by some statistical reasons of nearby source candidates and UHECR events above GZK threshold. The first two estimations are consistent with our constraint from correlation of Super-galactic plane and UHECR events, the mere discrepancy is because we choose different typical parameters (which are all possible based on our current knowedges, because we know really little about the true value of B and λ) to write our formulas. We suggest that the anisotropy of UHECRs can give a tighter constraint of intergalactic magnetic field strength B, so the upper bound of ∆t M,IGM can be as low as 10 4−5 yr. The lower bound ∆t M,IGM > 100 yr can be overcome because we know really little events about both possible nearby sources and UHECRs events, and the estimation is dependent on some details of source models. In addition, all the estimations given above are only suitable for particles with energy below GZK threshold, because energy loss is ignored. As we show in Fig (3) , the effect of intergalactic magnetic field is much less important if the energy of the observed UHECR event is larger than GZK threshold,
Comparison with Other UHECR Events
We now compare the time delay with other UHECR events (with energies differ a little), emitted nearly simultaneously from the same source. Of course, because the UHECR events are really seldom, it may hardly happen.
In this case, blurs in both arrival direction and time delay have to be analyzed carefully. Blurs have two reasons. Particles with different energy follow different trajectories, leading thus to different directions and time delays, because of the random topological distribution of intergalactic magnetic fields. At the same time, particles above the GZK threshold energy would interact with CMB photons as the Poisson processes, introducing extra randomicity. Waxman and Miralda-Escudé (1996) discussed the blur effect with UHECRs below GZK threshold, in which case energy loss by photomeson production can be ignored. In the end of § 2.1, we have already discussed a little about the influence of LIV time delay by stochastic photomeson production.
Easily understanding, when the particles are extremely energetic, blurs in both arrival direction and time delay caused by intergalactic magnetic fields become less important. However, using one of them to scale the others may be dangerous, if their energies are large enough (e.g. larger or equal to GZK threshold) to make us believing that they have suffered one or more times of photomeson interactions. Because of this randomicity, particles observed with the same energy from the same source may have tremendously different interacting histories and thus possess different time delays caused by both intergalactic magnetic fields and LIV effects.
However, for the UHECRs less energetic than GZK threshold, photomeson production is turned off, and comparison comes possible. However, the requirements that the intergalactic magnetic field should not be very large, is same as the case of comparing with photons, which we have already discussed in § 2.4.1.
DISCUSSION
Two Known Events
There was an archaeological report about the association of UHECRs and GRBs (Milgrom and Usov, 1995) . The authors found GRB 910503 and 921230 are associated with two highest-energy cosmic-ray shower events, with really small error boxes and a time delay of 5.5 and 11 months respectivelly. If GRBs are really sources for thase two UHECR events, there are very strong constraints both for LIV and the strength of intergalactic magnetic fields (as the time-delay is much shorter than the naive estimation we make in Eq. (3)), because all effects such as rest mass, magnetic fields and quantum gravity, are addible, and ignore some of them give the upper constraint for the rest ones. However, we should not be too serious to that story because it may only be coincidence.
Comparison with Other Models
Although there are other constraints of LIV which are much stronger than the method we suggested, the method mentioned above also have its special purpose. Birefringence (Fan et al., 2007; Gleiser and Kozameh, 2001; G.Mitrofanov, 2003) can only be calculated in the framework of loop quantum gravity but not in other approaches, which may be wrong in a whole. The synchrotron radiative constraint (Jacobson et al., 2002 (Jacobson et al., , 2003 depends on a special theory (Myers and Pospelov, 2003) , which needs a dimension-5 Lorentz-violating terms to induce birefringent photons but subluminal electrons (with maximum speed cannot converge to c). The inverse proportion of GZK-anomaly may also give some stronger constraint. However, the scattering dynamical discussions are always only one-sided, that means, a scattering channel is open or suppress only if the effect of LIV (velocity so the effective mass) is opposite for two relative particles. Although in the old days, GZK-anomaly is the most important reason for theoreticians to study LIV, its inexistence have not borne down the LIV subject (HiRes Collaboration, 2008; Pierre Auger Collaboration, 2007) .
Testing the time delay of UHECRs is a more direct way to study LIV. It can contain most theoretical work. And if the intergalactic magnetic fields are sufficiently small (which is absolutely still consistency with the observations until now), it may have larger examinable parameter space for violation scale ξ (in Eq. (2)) than using photons or neutrinos. Even if its examinable parameter space is in fact much smaller by the reasons mentioned above, the other causations are all classical and thus can be subtract by models someday.
CONCLUSIONS
We have suggested to (dis)confirm LIV by simply detecting the time delay of ultra-high-energy cosmic-rays (UHECRs). We considered some other reasons which also cause the time delay, include intergalactic magnetic fields. If the energy of the UHECR events we observed is below GZK threshold 6.3 × 10 19 eV, a typical intergalactic magnetic field B 10 −11 G and correlation length λ 1 Mpc may be needed to give an enough examinable parameter space to constrain LIV. However, for an UHECR particle with energy larger than 3 × 10 20 eV, our method is always possible. Because of the fact that we know really poor about the intergalactic magnetic field strength, if it is much smaller than the current upper limit B 10 −9 G, our method may give larger a examinable parameter space and stronger constraint of LIV than other constraints.
